Metallic Foiled Sheep Grain PVC Leather
We are manufacturer of Artificial Faux Leather. Available in various color,
Customized, abrasion-resistance; environment-protected; water-proof; tearingresistant, high durability， antiseptic mildew resistance，flame retardant and etc.
Base on customer's requirement, we can produce the thickness from 0.6 mm to 3.0
mm or the non-backing cloth's leather. According to the different bottom cloth, colors,
specification and pattern, price will be different.

Specification:

Product Show:

Abundant usage:

FAQ
1. How to make an order?
1) customer send inquiry to us
2) we reply details & quotation with email in 48 hours
3) customer confirm sample/design after an agreement
4) order confirmation & PI
5) Deposit Payment
6) Pre-Production samples
7) Bulk Producing
8) Balance payment & Shipping

2. Can you please introduce your company?
Our company has been specialized in manufacturing synthetic leather for over 12
years, and there are 6 branches in China. Our main products are PU leather, Semi-PU
leather, PVC leather, and some other fabric. Our products are widely used for bag,
shoe, garment, sofa, furniture, decoration, packaging, car seat cover, glove, notebook,
ball, and so on.
3. Which kind of leather your company can make?
We can do OEM for customers. Base on customer's requirement, we can produce the
thickness from 0.6 mm to 3.0 mm. And having many types of backing material like
TC (terylene cotton) , elastic fleece, mutispandex, microfiber, mercerized cotton,
nonwoven fabric, TC fleece, brushed fabric, knitted fabric etc. Also color and texture
can meet your requirement.

4. Where is your main market?
Our main market is South American, Europe, Southeast Asia, North American.

5. What’s the delivery time of the order?
Usually it is about 15 to 20 working days, we can finish the production earlier if you
are extremely urgent.

6. Where are you located? Is it convenience to delivery oversea?
Our company located in Guangzhou city, which is the forth biggest city in China. And we have
developed a good relationship with express company and can get favorable price for samples and
small order by air shipment.

